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Abstract

A new and efficient combination of signal tracing and block recognition techniques for circuit analysis is proposed. It utilizes the benefits of both approaches to solve problems such as signal flow or gate recognition. The analysis process is easily controlled by a user definable rule set where ports, nets and blocks are attributed with types. After structural investigation a hierarchical netlist is produced providing block information as subcircuits. As an important feature, the algorithm allows the handling of optional ports as well. Thus, this flexible approach is applicable to various circuit types and works on several abstraction levels.

Classification Algorithm

At several stages in a design flow the current status of a design has to be analyzed. This often requires a transfer to a higher abstraction level. In contrast to previous methods ([1], [2], [3]), our pattern based classification approach extends a combination of block recognition with a new type assignment concept [4].

Types are used for object classification. There are types for ports, nets and elements. Each of these objects can have an arbitrary set of types simultaneously. Each block rule contains a pattern of a circuit part to recognize (block) and a set of conclusions. They determine type assignments when a match is found.

A user defined rule set controls the analysis process. It is composed of both type declarations and block rules. When a block rule matches, two actions are performed: First, appropriate conclusions are assigned and second, a subcircuit is inserted. This causes other blocks to meet the matching requirements as well. As an advantage of this procedure, an inserted subcircuit can again be reused as a part of a matching block. Thereby, the circuit representation is restructured by inserting subcircuits and objects are classified by assigning types.

Fig. 1 shows an example. Given an appropriate rule set, the analysis of the circuit a) will result in b). The resistor path is successively grouped, the inverter is recognized and signal direction is traced. The classification algorithm is able to work on any hierarchical netlist. We used the algorithm for the analysis of analog circuits as well.
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